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APPENDIX A —Current Stock Levels

Acronym and Definitions

ESCOM Electricity Supply Cooperation of Malawi

LFGACT Liquid Fuels and Gas (Production and Supply) Act, Cap 50:03
MERA Malawi Energy Regulatory Authority

MDF Malawi Defence Force
NLFGEMC National Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency Management Committee.
OMG Operation Management Group
Alert Warning System A colour-coded system that facilitates a consistent approach in assessing and classifying 

the severity of liquid fuel supply disruption incidents to enable an appropriate level of 
readiness and response as the event escalates.

A National Liquid Fuels and Gas 
Emergency

According to section 34 of the Liquid Fuels and Gas Act (Cap 50:03), an emergency is 
when accidents, natural disasters or other interruptions or distortions of the product 
liquid fuels and gas supply by force majeure, negligence or wilful misconduct.

Bulk Liquid Fuels and Gas Users Bulk liquid fuels and Gas users (with their own storage facilities) are account customers, 
who purchase petroleum products directly from petroleum companies or from 
independents.

Curtailment 
Essential User

Supply is reduced, interrupted or stopped either completely or in part.
Those agencies (government or private) whose roles have been deemed critical to the 
maintenance of public safety, security and health or wellbeing in accordance with the 
prioritisation guidelines.

Liquid Fuels and Gas Rationing The use of emergency powers - through the issue of liquid fuels and gas emergency orders 
by the Minister for Energy - to limit the consumption of liquid fuels and gas and to 
re-allocate supplies to priority uses.

Liquid Fuels and Gas Joint
Information Centre

This will be a centre with all information regarding the disruption and it will be 
activated upon the declaration of a liquid fuels and gas shortage emergency or at such 
other times as determined by MERA. This will provide timely information to the public 
on the disruption and its flow-on effects, the actions being taken to mitigate the impact 
and the cooperation required from the public to control the situation.

National Liquid Fuels and Gas
Emergency Management
Committee (NLFGEMC)

The main executive channel through which Malawian Government, in cooperation with 
industry, formulate the overall management response to a widespread fuel shortage. 
NLFGEMC reports to the Minister responsible for Energy.

Operations Management Group 
(OMG)

The main technical group responsible for coordinating the response to liquid fuels and 
gas supply disruption incidents under the leadership of the Operational Area Manager. 
It consists of government, industry and other stakeholders.
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1.0—INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

A Fuel and Gas emergency is defined as an imbalance between fuel supply and demand or a price escalation 
significantly above the recent prevailing average sufficient to result in a general threat to the health and welfare of a country’s 
consumers. It can be local, regional, or even national or international in scope and be triggered by market conditions, 
physical disruptions, or nature-related emergencies. It can be caused by insufficient supply, excessive demand, or even a 
perception of such that leads to extreme consumer behaviour resulting in panic buying or storing of excess product to ensure 
future availability.
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Officials at every level of Government must be prepared to respond to such incidents in an appropria e, constructive, and 
responsive manner. Government can facilitate the operation of markets in periods of stress by incre;sing monitoring of 
supply and distribution conditions, observing relative price movements among sectors and regions, and ii itiating cooperative 
efforts among industry members, associations, and government officials to identify and correct system t> rttlenecks or market
failures.

Government can work to alleviate such problems by locating or identifying alternative supplies, arr< nging more flexible 
delivery arrangements, adjusting regulatory requirements, or encouraging intra-industry sharing of available supplies. 
Government must also be prepared to provide objective information to the public on market activities, restrain consumers if
it appears that overreaction is occurring in light of market fundamentals, or take punitive action in situations where
individuals or organizations are found to be taking advantage of market uncertainty to gain unfair advan tage.

The above measures can only be effective if there is a coordinated approach to dealing with emerge icies which calls for
development of a National Liquid Fuels and Gas emergency response plan as road map for managing si ch an emergency.

The National Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency Response Plan is therefore established to ensure that any impending
disruption to liquid fuels and gas is responded to in the most efficient manner without affecting the well-being of the
country’s consumers. MERA under section 34 of the LFG Act is mandated to develop and formulate a h ationai Liquid Fuels
and Gas Emergency Plan.

e downstream liquidThe rationale of this plan is to support Malawi Government’s robust emergency planning across tl 
fuels and gas. Additionally within the Liquid Fuels and Gas sector, the LFG Act provides for a plan to respond to accidents, 
emergencies, natural disasters or other interruptions or distortions of the products. This document is pi 
with this regulation. |

This document presents the National Emergency Plan and describes the national arrangements established among the 
Ministry responsible for Energy Affairs, MERA, the downstream liquid fuels and gas industry, consumers and other 
interested parties for the safe and effective management of both downstream liquid fuels and gas suppl'

pared in accordance

i emergencies.

1.2 Scope

This plan applies to the downstream liquid fuel network from planning of procurements to storage 
well as retail outlets to consumers.

sites in the country as

It applies to liquid fuels and gas as defined in section 4 of the LFG Act disruptions, such disrupt ions being considered 
the critical scenario for the country as defined in the LFG Act.

The plan covers strategic, operational and tactical arrangements.

1.3 Purpose

The purpose of National Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency Plan is to outline the strategic approach to be taken in the 
management, preparedness, mitigation, response and recovery of a liquid fuels and gas supply di; ruption. It includes a 
communication plan designed to support the successful management of any liquid fuel emergency to r rinimize the effects of 
a liquid fuels and gas supply disruption on industry and commerce. This means that key decision-makers, the media and 
consumers will be provided with information in a timely and effective way.

1.4 Objectives

The main objective of the plan is to ensure seamless supply of Liquid Fuels and Gas.

The specific objectives are to—
(a) ensure that essential users have sufficient liquid fuels and gas for their essential operations:

(*)

(c)

provide an equitable and efficient basis for distributing any remaining stock of liquid fuels 
public;
encourage conservation and minimize waste on the utilization of the available stock; |

and gas to the general

develop a communication plan which will—
(0
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

ensure the public is kept informed of the situation;
reduce the likelihood of panic buying and of illegal distribution of liquid fuels;
create a framework for managing fuel distribution and reduce the size of queues at n tail outlets; and
delay the need for fuel rationing.

1.5 Legislative Mandate

Section 34(1) of The Liquid Fuels and Gas (production and supply) Act provides for the establishm 
Fuels and Gas Emergency Plan to prevent, respond and recover from any disruption. '

mt of a National Liquid
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Such emergency plan is to address prevention, response and recovery from liquid fuels and gas disruption. Specifically MERA 
is mandated to—

(a) publish the emergency plan in the Gazette 14 days after the Ministers approval;'
(b) avail the emergency plan to the public;
(c) bold pre emergency review consultative meetings of emergency situations to establish corrective measures before 

declaration of a state of liquid fuels and gas emergency;
(d) intervene temporarily in the supply chain; and
(e) implement measures or restrictions provided for in the National Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency Plan.

1.6 Governance structure

MERA, in collaboration with stakeholders is responsible for the development, review, updating and testing of the 
arrangements contained in this document which shall be approved by the minister responsible for energy.

MERA shall be responsible for coordinating the prevention, response and recovery to a liquid fuel supply disruption.

The coordination will be done through the NLFGEMC and the OMG. These bodies will consist experts drawn from the 
liquid fuels and gas industry as well as government, agencies and the regulator. Figure 1 below refers.

Ministry Responsible for Energy

NLFGEMC

MERA

OMG

Figure 1—Government Structure

The NLFGEMC will be the principal co-ordination group responsible for overseeing the management of liquid fuels and gas 
supply disruptions. NLFGEMC shall also maintain oversight of the Nation Liquid Fuel Emergency Plan to ensure it 
incorporates identified best practice in emergency response, learning from emergency exercises, and amendments to the 
process resulting from changes in the structure of the industry.

The OMG is responsible for coordinating the response to liquid fuel supply disruption incidents under the leadership of 
MERA.

Members of the OMG and other co-opted members will be selected based on the need to—
(а) understand the nature of the incident in relation to liquid fuels and gas supply;
(б) understand the present or potential impacts both primary and consequential, of the incident in relation to liquid 

fuels and gas use and the provision of goods and services to the community; and
(c) facilitate the development and coordination of responses including the provision of information.
The National Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency Plan is subject to review annually.

2.0 NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
The Malawi liquid fuels and gas industry has undergone massive structural changes, and is still set for more changes in 
preparation for its eventual1 liberalization and final integration with global markets. Between 2011 and 2012, Malawi 
experienced a series of liquid fuels and gas supply disruptions. There were stock-outs at many locations throughout the 
country. These supply disruptions negatively impacted many sectors of the economy with the severity' of the hardship ranging 
from relative consumer inconvenience to loss of business and reputation damage.
Malawi solely relies on imported fuel mainly from Beira, Dar es Salaam and Nacala. Of the three sources, Beira is the main 
source providing over 70% liquid fuels to Malawi. The Malawi Energy Policy (2003) prescribed the 50%, 30% and 20% route 
shares among Beira, Dar es Salaam and Nacala respectively to ensure security of supply at all times and that petroleum 
products land at the least cost. However, the route mix has not been attainable over the years due to structural limitations 
coupled with weak enforcement mechanisms which poses a threat to security of supply. The main mode of transportation is 
by road as over 90% of petroleum products are sourced from Beira and Dar es Salaam ports with the balance being 
transported by rail through Nacala.
The country’s importation licensing regime allows for multiple importers which includes importation companies, Oil 
Marketing companies and individual bulk users who have their own storage depots. Oil marketing companies which have 
importation licences complement their own imports with supplies from Oil Importing Companies. Currently, the country has 
a total stock holding capacity of 85.123 million litres distributed among Oil Marketing Companies, ethanol producing 
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companies and individual bulk users. The stockholding capacity is expected to be boosted by 60 million litres upon full 
commissioning of the government owned Strategic Fuel Reserves (SFRs) which will be managed by the National Oil 
Company of Malawi.

The Oil Marketing Companies distribute their products through retail stations which are spread across the country. The 
distribution network therefore comprises importers, transporters, oil marketing companies and retailers and through the 
synergies of the industry players, the country enjoys uninterrupted flow of petroleum products.

A number of lessons were learnt during the 2012 fuel supply disruption which among others included—
(a) uncoordinated response amongst stakeholders;
(b) lack of the emergency preparedness and response plan;
(<?) inadequate communication relayed to the public;
(c) inadequate traffic control at retail service stations which led to chaos amongst customers; and
(d) emerging safety concerns due to unsafe storage conditions of fuel at household level.

These lessons and other emerging issues underscore the importance of developing this plan to ensure ad< quate preparedness 
and response to future disruptions as stipulated in the LFG Act.

2.1 Hazard and Risk Analysis

The supply of liquid fuels and gas in Malawi is prone to a number of hazards and risks. These have been summarized in terms
of their likelihood of occurrence and impact in the Table 1 below.

Table 1: Hazard and Risk Analysis

Risk/lrigger Likelihood Impact

SUPPLIER (SOURCE POINTS)

Failure to source bids—
(a) poor credit rating/ high risk profile medium high
(b) previous performance e.g. payment default . . very high high

Failure to supply contracted volumes—
(a) inadequate supplier capacity-supplier bankruptcy, financial

incapacity, operational capacity . . medium high
(6) stock out at the port . . medium high
(c) mechanical failure of equipment at the depot high low
(d) price shocks medium high
(e) breach of contract medium high
(/) quality of product low high

Failure of a major market participant (importer)—
(a) late submission of nominations . . low high
(6) late submission of releases high low
(c) importer capacity constraints-operational/financial'human resource medium high
(d) sabotage low high

Loss of facilities—
(a) fire explosion low high
(6) threat of attack low high
(c) industrial action medium high
(d) earthquake low high

(e) large spills low high

TRANSPORTATION

Critical transportation constraint—
(а) disruptions of road and rail infrastructure e.g. due to r 

severe weather disruptions, earthquake, volcanoes, etc.. .
(б) failing to access routes due to civil strife

high 
low

high
very high
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Loss of peopb

Risk/trigger Likelihood 
medium

Impact 
medium(a) labour dispute

(*>) health epidemic low low

(c) disagreements with transporters e.g. on rates medium high

(<0 disputes between governments low high

(e) uncompetitive practices e.g. monopoly medium very high

Storage depots—
(a) fire Explosion medium high
(6) threat of attack low high
(0 industrial action medium high
(4) earthquake low high
(e) large spills low high
OT tied volume due to product contamination low medium

(g) sabotage by OMCs not to offload high high

Distribution—

(«) potential or actual industrial relations emergencies medium high
wilful misconduct by retailers e.g. hoarding of fuel low medium

3.0 PREVENTION AND MITIGATION

3.1 Responsibility for prevention and/or mitigation

Liquid fuels and gas importers, suppliers, transporters and retailers will be responsible for ensuring that mitigation 
strategies and effective measures are put in place to prevent (where possible) any liquid fuels and gas supply disruptions 
in the country.

MERA’s role in prevention and mitigation is through its oversight function as an industry regulator.

3.2 Prevention Strategies

One objective of this plan is to identify and implement strategies that reduce the likelihood of supply disruptions. It must 
be cognisant of the need for economic efficiency given that the cost of prevention measures must be borne by the 
national economy either in the cost of supply of liquid fuels or through other means.

Liquid fuels and gas supply chain participants shall incorporate prevention strategies to address supply disruptions to 
their operations as part of internal risk management. This is driven by the commercial imperatives of the competitive 
business environment within which they operate.

Ministries, departments, agencies and essential service providers will be responsible for developing internal risk 
management strategies toaddress supply disruptions to their operations.

3.3 Mitigation Strategies

In planning for mitigation strategies, it is important to consider the relative ability of customers to provide their own 
mitigation mechanisms.

The mitigation action provided in section 5.4 will act as a guide as the players are providing their specific actions to the 
disruption.

4.0 PREPAREDNESS

4.1 Responsibility for preparedness

MERA in collaboration with the NLFGEMC and OMG and the Ministry responsible for Energy is responsible for 
ensuring preparedness for, and the response to, liquid fuels and gas supply disruption incidents with inherent or actual 
widespread community impacts within die country.

4.2 Planning and arrangements

The following plans have been developed and will be used in the event of a significant liquid fuels and gas supply 
disruption that threatens the health, safety and property of the community—
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(a) strategic fuel reserves management plan;
(b) liquid fuel supply disruption response plan; and
(c) recovery coordination plan.

MERA will undertake the operational planning and implementation of preparedness activities in collaboration with the 
NLFGEMC and OMG.

These include—

(а) establishing a program to test the liquid fuels and gas supply disruption and the liquid fuel supply emergency 
response plan;

(б) organize and participate in test simulation exercises; and
(c) contribute to response planning and regular reviews of the strategic and operational plans.

MERA may invite other relevant stakeholders to participate in the NLFGEMC or in exercises, where apf ropriate.

MERA will provide a full report of major exercises and actual incidents to the Minister responsible for Energy and the 
NLFGEMC and recommend areas of improvement.

5.0 RESPONSE PLAN

In the event of a national liquid fuels and gas disruption which could lead to an emergency, be th the industry and 
government have significant roles to play in managing the situation and its consequences.

5.1 Response Structure

5.1.1 Malawi Energy Regulatory Authority

The lead agency responsibility in the event of a severe or extended liquid fuels and gas emergency will be assumed 
by MF.RA. MERA will receive the full support of other government agencies and industry, determine the need to 
consult with or assemble the NLFGEMC and the OMG and will coordinate collection, assessment, and 
dissemination of information necessary to implement individual response measures comprising specific emergency 
response programs.

5.1.2 National Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency Management Committee

The NLFGEMC is responsible for providing overall policy guidance and making the necessar ’ approvals under the 
chairmanship of the Principal Secretary responsible for Energy.

The Committee comprises representatives from—
(1) Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining (Chair)
(2) MERA (Secretariat).
(3) Liquid fuels and gas importers.
(4) Oil marketing companies representatives.
(5) Department of Disaster Management Affairs.
(6) Ministry of Transport and Public Works.
(7) Department of Energy.
(8) Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation.
(9) Ministry of Home Affairs and Internal Security.

Depending on the nature of the emergency, other organisations may be co-opted to be part of the NLFGEMC.

The Chairperson is responsible for convening meetings of the NLFGEMC and briefing the Minister as required.

The terms of reference of the Committee are to—
(1) Assist MERA to review and guide implementation of the National Liquid Fuel Emergency Plan.
(2) Review and endorse recommendations made by the OMG.
(3) Ensure availability of adequate resources.
(4) Develop, publish, review and maintain implementation procedures.
(5) Participate in exercises to test the plan. ’
(6) Review post-operative reports of fuel supply disruption emergencies with a view to amending the arrangements 

of the plan as required.
(7) Provide guidance during a liquid fuels and gas supply disruption.
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5.1.3 Operations Management Group

The OMG is the main technical group responsible for the implementation of the response to a liquid fuels and gas 
supply disruption.

It will identify stakeholders to help in dealing with specific triggers. Additionally the OMG is responsible for assisting MERA 
in the strategic management of a liquid fuels and gas disruption through the provision of information, expert advice, resources 
and support.

MERA chairs meetings of the OMG to gather and assess information, and to coordinate the response to the incident.

The core membership of the MOG will include—

(1) MERA (Chair).

(2) Liquid fuels and gas importers.

(3) Oil Marketing Companies Representatives.

(4) Department of Disaster Management Affairs.

(5) Ministry of Transport.

(6) Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining.

(7) Department of Energy.

(8) Transporters Representatives.

(9 Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation.

MERA may invite other organizations to form part of the OMG as operational requirements dictate.

The terms of reference for the OMG are- -
(а) to monitor stock levels and preparing reports;
(б) to monitor route performance and security;
(c) to monitor fuel supply contracts;
(d) to identify and prioritize essential users;
(e) assessing and validating alternative routes;
(/) coordinate mitigation responses to any emergency;
(g) preparing monthly and quarterly reports for NLFGEMC; and
(hi) and any other matters as required from time to time.

Table 2 provides a more explicit listing of agencies that would be involved in liquid fuel emergency response and their roles.

Table 2—List of Agencies in Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency Response

Agency Type Role

MERA Government Parastatal Controlling agency
Reserve Bank of Malawi Quasi-Govemment Support Organisation
Ministry of Finance Government Ministry Support Organisation
Fuel Suppliers Industry Organisation Combat Agency
Fuel importers Industry Organisation Combat Agency
Local Commercial Banks Industry Organisation Support Organisation

Fuel Inspectors Industry Organisation Combat Agency
Ministry of Natural Resources
Energy and Mining Government Ministry Support Organisation
Department of Energy Government Department Combat Agency
Fuel Transporters Industry Organisation Combat Agency
Ministry of Health Government Ministry Support Organisation
Ministry of Justice Government Ministry Support Organisation
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Note: Combat Agencies will be responsible for undertaking the response actions whilst support organisa:ions will assist the

Agency Type Role

Southern Africa Development 
Community Regional Body Support Organisation
Competition and Fair Trading 
Commission Government Parastatal Support Organisation
Oil Marketing Companies Industry Organisation Combat Agency
Malawi Defense Force Government Department Support Organisation
Malawi Police Service Government Department Support Organisation
Department of Disaster 
Management Affairs Government Department Support Organisation
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Cooperation Government Ministry Support Organisation
Ministry of Transport and 
Public Works Government Ministry Support Organisation

Combat Agencies in their roles.

Details of the roles and responsibilities are as below.

MERA (Lead Agency)

(1) Facilitate meetings of the National Fuel Emergency Management Committee (NLFGEMC).

(2) Chair meetings for the Operations Management Group (OMG).

(3) Establish and manage the Joint information Centre.

(4) Coordinate the activities of all responding services and agencies.

(5) Monitor all aspects of the operation to ensure appropriate decision making.

(6) Prepare and maintain all legislative papers for proclaiming or revoking a liquid fuels and gas emerge ncy.

(7) Obtain specialist advice and mobilize resources for the implementation of the plan as necessary.

(8) Coordinate and arrange advertising of educational and directive instructions.

(9) Establish effective communications with the oil industry and the general public through the media.

(10) Provide situation reports to the Minister and NLFGEMC members.

(11) Arrange a debriefing of NLFGEMC and OMG following an emergency.

(12) Provide a post incident analysis report to the National Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency Management Committee and the 
Minister for Energy.

(13) Ensure the regular testing and updating of this plan.

(14) Prepare an annual report of incidents and mitigation measures.

Liquid Fuel and Gas Marketing Companies and Importers

(1) Advise MERA of the existence or likelihood of a potential fuel supply disruption.

(2) Provide information or training to fuel retail outlet operators during a fuel supply disruption emergen cy.

(3) Continue to supply fuel to nominated essential service station outlets.

(4) Maintain database of bulk storage facilities.

(5) Maintain database of fuel retail outlets.

Ministry of Transport

(1) Promote and enforce road safety during liquid fuels and gas supply disruption emergency.

(2) Provide advice on matters affecting motorists during a liquid fuels and gas supply disruption.

(3) Facilitate issuance of necessary permits to transporters.
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Department of Energy affairs.
(1) Provide advice on matters of policy during an emergency.

(2) Assist with implementation of mitigation measures as highlighted in this plan.

Department of disaster Management Affairs

(3) To assist with technical expertise in coordination of disasters caused by liquid fuels and gas emergencies.

Ministry of defence

(4) Uphold the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the republic and guard against threats to the safety of its citizens by 
force of arms.

(5) Providing technical expertise and resources to assist the civil authorities.

Reserve Bank of Malawi

(1) Advise on monetary matters relating to the emergency.
(2) Regulate and prioritize forex availability.

Ministry of Finance

Facilitate resource mobilization and budget allocations for purchasing liquid fuels and gas.

Ministry of Health

To assist with medical expertise during a health related emergency.

Competition and Fair trading Commission

Ensure fair trading practices during disruption.

Malawi police service

Maintain public order.

5.2 Operational Response

This section describes the stages of an operational response which include identifying triggers for a potential or actual event 
occurring, describing the crisis levels against which the event will be judged and classified, and detailing activation and 
operation procedures. Actual events may dictate that a number of these stages run concurrently and are an iterative process.

5.2.1 Triggers for Activation (potential events)

Liquid fuels and gas emergency can be caused by a number of events. These can be broadly separated into two different 
categories:

(1) A developing, “rising tide”, incident which evolves over a period of several days or even weeks. It does not have an 
immediate effect but over a relatively long period of time could seriously impact supply. In this case MERA may 
conduct a watching brief, monitoring the situation, and making preparations, in readiness for any deterioration to an 
emergency.

(2) A “sudden shock” crisis which happens instantly or develops within a few hours and immediately impacts liquid fuels 
and gas supply. In this case MERA is likely to-activate a national response plan to the emergency.

A summary of the major events which can be triggers for liquid fuels and gas disruptions are shown in table 1 under section
2.1 together with the assessment of their likelihood and impacts. This list is not exhaustive, recognizing that other unforeseen 
events can occur.

5.2.1 Levels of Response

Crisis levels are intended to ensure consistent approach to the assessment of an emergency situation and to confirm that ah 
appropriate level of response is implemented as required.

MERA will determine the crisis level following discussions with the key OMG, NLFGEMC and liquid fuels and gas industry 
responders and wider Government stakeholders, and evaluating the need to activate a national government response, 
notifying responders accordingly.
To move from one crisis level to the other the situation should be prevalent for at least seven days continuous.
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Sales to Essential Users

Figure 2—Crisis Level

Situation Normal (60 days and above) 
(WHITE)

Situation is normal: The period is used for testing, auditing 
NLFGEP and for maintaining contacts between Government 
Industry

i id reviewing the 
the Regulator and

Early Warning (30 -60 days) (BLACK) Where there is concrete, serious and reliable information that 
which is likely to result in significant deterioration of the su 
likely to lead to an alert for emergency level being triggerec

in event may occur 
ply situation and is

Alert (10-30 days) (AMBER) When a supply disruption or exceptionally high liquid fue 
occurs, which result in significant deterioration of the supp 
market is still able to manage that disruption or demand 
resort to non-market measures

Is and gas demand 
y situation, but the 
without the need to

Emergency (Below 10 days) (RED) In the event of exceptionally high demand, significant su 
when all relevant market measures have been implemente 
insufficient to meet the remaining demand. Immediate a 
emergency response and consequent management ac 
Government should be undertaken. Non-market measuri 
maintain safety of the network and safeguard supplies to 
implemented.

iply disruption and 
1 but the supply is 
:tion to coordinate 
oss industry and 
s in particular, to 
customers shall be

The regulations envisaged that the 60 days will be applicable due to the utilization of liquid fuels storag 
not yet operational. Currently the country threshold is 15 days cover. This plan therefore envisages that a n 
and Gas emergency will exist when the supply dwindles below fifteen (15) days until the storage reserves 
Refer to Appendix A.

It is expected that once National Oil Company of Malawi (NOCMA) Strategic Fuel Reserves are comr 
the 60 days stock cover will be attainable.

WHITE—NORMAL OPERATING SITUATION

Response Trigger

Normal operating situation.

Minor incidents that occur in the supply chain that have no, or minimal impact on supply to the market.

Actions
(1) No intervention required by Government or industry outside of normal operating procedures.
(2) Market participants communicate amongst themselves to resolve short demand and supply imbalar
(3) MERA liaises with stakeholders to monitor situation.

Sales to the General Public

During this stage all trading in liquid fuels and gas through retail outlets to the general public will be a<

: reserves which are 
ational Liquid Fuels 
become operational, 

rissioned and filled, 

ces.

normal.

There will be no restrictions placed on the sale or distribution of liquid fuels and gas to emergency servic< ;s and essential users.

Bulk Liquid Fuels and Gas Users

Bulk liquid fuels and gas users (with their own storage facilities) are considered as account customers, t 'ho purchase petrole
um products directly from petroleum companies or from independents. Market participants utilise existing contractual 
arrangements to manage short-term supply and demand imbalances.

Level One-Black—Increased vulnerability or. risk of a supply disruption or limited i hsruption.

Response Trigger

Incidents that have the potential to result in tightening of allocations (amount or duration) for bulk customers, with 
regular stock outs of some grades at the majority of retail sites.

Actions \
(1) MERA will inform government of the nature of the event.
(2) Liquid fuels and gas market participants will communicate amongst themselves to resolve sho’t demand and supply 

imbalances.
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(3) MERA will liaise with members of the NLFGEMC as required. MERA will maintain a line of communication to get 
timely information updates on the risk, and is kept informed of the implementation of precautionary measures and 
mitigation options being undertaken.

(4) MERA will activate the National Liquid Fuel Disruption Response Plan and the internal response teams.

Sales to the General Public

During this stage there is no impact on daily routines and essential users remain fully supplied. All trading in liquid fuel 
through retail outlets to the general public will be as normal.

Sales to Essential Users

There will be no restrictions placed on the sale or distribution of liquid fuels and gas to essential users.

Bulk. Liquid Fuels and Gas Users

Market participants utilise existing contractual arrangements to manage short-term supply and demand imbalances.

Supporting Strategies

The actions taken in this phase will concern planning for the avoidance of further escalation or escalating demand restraint.

Level two—alert (Amber) - Increasing Disruption

Response Trigger

There are escalating shortages with uncertain supply channels which may result in—

(1) Short term, acute disruption.

(2) Long term, mild disruption.

Actions

The industry stakeholder will develop and implement remedial strategies to mitigate effects of actual and potential further 
disruption.

MERA will notify the members of the NLFGEMC within 24 hours of noting that the alert status is now Amber and will 
activate the Operations Management Group (OMG).

NLFGEMC will notify the line Ministry about the impending emergency. MERA will convene meetings with the OMG to 
develop or review response actions to lessen the impact of the liquid fuel disruption in the country.

The following options will be considered by the OMG as means to assist with conserving fuel stocks—-

(1) Allow market mechanism to adjust to meet supply/demand imbalances.

(2) Use of light handed- demand restraint options considered by the OMG such as.
(3) Corporate information campaigns.

(4) Car pooling.
(5) Public transport campaigns.

(6) Conduct risk assessments to consider lead time items.

Sales to the General Public

The initial response for this stage will seek the support of the general public, and essential users to conserve fuel by using 
vehicles for essential journeys only.

During this stage all trading in liquid fuels and gas through retail outlets to the general public will be as normal. However, 
depending on the availability of supplies, service stations shall introduce restrictions in the amount of fuel they supply.

Sales to Essential Users

There are no impacts on the ability of essential users to access liquid fuels and gas.

Bulk Liquid Fuels and Gas Users
Market participants utilise existing contractual arrangements to manage short-term supply and demand imbalances.
Bulk liquid fuels and gas users will be requested to implement demand restraint options within their fleet to conserve the level 
of fuel available in the market.
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Government Agencies

Government agencies will begin to implement their own internal demand restraint measures.

Supporting Strategies

The actions taken in this phase will concern planning for the avoidance of 
preparing for possible escalation to Red Alert status through—

restrictions, or if restrictions appear inevitable,

(1) Briefing the Minister responsible for Energy and other Government Ministers.

(2) Coordinating a meeting as required by regulation 125 of Liquid Fuels and Gas (Production and I iupply) Regulations.

(3) Completing legislative papers for the Minister’s declaration of a liquid fuel emergency and prorr ulgating regulations.

(4) Preparing media releases.

(5) Organising distribution of proformas to essential service organisations.

Level Three-Red—Widespread Disruption

Response Trigger

There are escalating shortages with—

(1) Uncertain supply channels.

(2) A significant impact on daily routines.

(3) Impacts on industry or

(4) Widespread stand-downs.

or

A national liquid fuels and gas emergency is declared by the Minister responsible for Energy.

Action

The industry stakeholders will develop and implement strategies to mitigate effects of actual and poten ial further disruption.

MERA will notify the members of the NLFGEMC that the alert status is now Red and will ac 
Management Group (OMG).

ivate the Operations

MERA will convene meetings with the OMG to determine the severity of the event and confirm the aleit status as being Red.

NLFGEMC will, brief the Minister responsible for Energy on the situation at hand.

The OMG will develop or review response actions to lessen the impact of the liquid fuel and gas disruj tion in the country. 

The OMG will consider whether there is a need to implement demand restraint through the declaratio i of a national liquid 
fuel and gas emergency under the LFG Act. MERA will be responsible for implementing legislative responses as required.

Supporting Strategies

The strategies described here are intended to be flexible enough to deal with a changing situation di ring the course of a 
liquid fuels and gas shortage emergency. The choice of strategies for managing such an emergency will depend on the cause 
of the emergency, the products affected, the current product stock levels, and the expected duration of ti e emergency.

Voluntary Restraint

During stage one there are no mandatory restrictions in the sale of fuel to either essential users, bulk users or the general 
public. Voluntary restraint and fuel conservation strategies will be determined by the OMG with referei ice to the prevailing 
supply situation and expected duration of the event.

Retail Restrictions

Retail restrictions may be triggered by a National Liquid Fuel and Gas Emergency. Restrictions will involve the following 
strategies.

For the general public the following retail sales restrictions may apply— ♦
(1) Maximum transaction value on fuel purchases.
(2) Restrictions on filling containers.
(3) Restricted service station trading hours.
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The following vehicles for essential users are automatically exempt from retail restrictions—

(1) Identifiable national security vehicles.

(2) Corrective services vehicles.

(3) Ambulances.

(4) Fire service vehicles.
(4) National emergency service vehicles.

OMG will come up with measures to safeguard against abuse.

Bulk Liquid Fuel and Gas Allocation

During a national liquid fuel and gas emergency, suppliers may provide up to a nominated percentage of bulk liquid fuels and 
gas users normal requirements.

Those organizations with bulk liquid fuels and gas tanks and whose activities are considered to be an essential service may 
apply for liquid fuels and gas supplies of up to 100% of their normal requirements. However, vehicles from such 
organisations will be expected to utilize this supply in preference to retail outlets.

Further Retail Restrictions

Further restrictions may be implemented if fuel reserves become critical and remaining fuel stocks are required for essential 
users only. The nature of these restrictions will be determined by the OMG with reference to the prevailing supply situation 
and the expected duration of the event.

The limited supplies should be prioritized with, or without, intervention through the use of statutory emergency powers as 
follows—

The country’s objectives in the priority allocation of limited liquid fuels and gas supply are to—

(1) Protect the health, safety and property of the community.

(2) Minimise broader disruption.

(3) Minimize negative socio-economic impact to the country.

In practice these objectives are supported by the following priority guidelines as determined by the NLFGEMC, to ensure that 
the allocation of limited liquid fuels and gas supplies is in the public interest and consistent with all of the above principles:

(1) Energy infrastructure—

(a) production, supply and distribution of electricity; and

(b) importation, transportation and distribution of liquid fuels and gas supplies.

(2) Essential services—

(a) production, supply and distribution of water supplies;

(£>) health services as determined by the Ministry of Health;

(c) maintenance of law and order by Malawi Police Service and Malawi Defence Force;

(d) maintenance of emergency service provision;

(e) waste management;

(f) energy and water services to populations at risk; and

(g) maintenance of the judicial system and the correctional system.

(3) Industries providing essential goods and services to the community—

(a) production, supply and distribution of basic food and other basic supplies;

(b) child protection, children in care and community well-being;

(c) maintenance of emergency service provision;
(d) maintenance of mortuary services (identification, certification, religious practices, storage and burials;
(e) maintenance of communication networks;

(/) maintenance of banking and financial services; and
(g) continuity of critical Government functions.
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(4) Supply to members of the public.
(5) All other industries—

(a) supporting business continuity and minimizing economic impacts; and

(b) recovery of Government, business and community services from a liquid fuel supply disruption. 

The Schedule will not override contractual arrangements except where emergency powers have been invoked.

It may not apply where customers have other technically viable alternatives to manage the consequ mces of a reduction in 
liquid fuel supply. For all other industries, every effort will be made to maximise the availability of si ipply, recognizing their 
importance to the nation and national economy.

5.3 NOTIFICATION, ACTIVATION AND DECLARATION

5.3.1 Notification and Activation

As an incident may be identified through unexpected routes, all organisations will alert their cou
emerging incident is identified.

iterparts as soon as an

MERA will make an initial evaluation of the incident, and decide if it is necessary to consult with, or assemble, the OMG.
MERA in collaboration with the OMG will also determine the crisis level, activate emergency r< sponse, and advise the 
NLFGEMC and other stakeholders accordingly. The NLFGEMC is responsible for notifying the Minister responsible for 
Energy about the crisis level. The crisis level is kept under regular review. MERA will, in collal oration with the OMG
regularly review the crisis level and decide if any changes should be made, notifying all stakeholder:

Following activation of an emergency response, individual organisations will be responding and operating in line with this 
plan. Individual organisations are therefore expected to develop response procedures for their organisations.

5.3.2 Declaration of Liquid Fuels and Gas Emergency

In the event of liquid fuels and gas supply disruption, demand restraint measures described will be mplemented in the first 
instance without the use of emergency powers.

The decision to declare liquid fuels and gas emergency will have profound implications for the ec >nomy and society. It is 
required when there are significant reductions in the normal supply of liquid fuels and gas, and for a significant duration.

Regulation 124 of the Liquid Fuels and Gas (Production and Supply) Regulations stipulates that a nal ional liquid fuel and gas 
emergency shall be deemed to exist, when a natural disaster or accident, war, civil strife or any act c f sabotage to the supply 
of liquid fuels in Malawi dwindles below sixty (60) days of cover of continuous consumption without replenishment.

The Minister shall by notice published in the Gazette declare a national liquid fuels and gas emergei cy.

5.4 RESPONSE ACTION

From the identified risks, a number of mitigation actions are proposed which will be activated depending on the nature of 
impending or actual disruption, though just like risks, they are not exhaustive.

It is important that any threat to disruption of fuel and gas is prevented or mitigated before it can t rm into a state of emer
gency. Therefore the measures presented in table 3 below are both preventative and corrective for pi eparedness and response 
to a supply disruption.

Table 3—triggers and mitigation actions

Risk/trigger Mitigating Actions

Supplier
Failure to source bids
Poor credit rating/ high risk profile (a) prioritising forex allocation to fuel procurement

(d) hedging, guarantees by Reserve Bank of Malawi
(c) adequate import cover
(d) timely importer compensations
(e) continued implementation of the Automatic Prici

(RBM)

ng Mechanism
Previous performance e.g. payment default (а) continuous supplier engagement

(б) guarantees
(c) timely importer compensations
(d) prioritising forex allocation

'k
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Risk/trigger Mitigating A ctions

(e) pool of prequalified altemative/spot suppliers
(/) long term financial arrangements with financial institutions
(g) use of letter of credit
(A) timely tendering for supplier

Failure to supply contracted volumes

Inadequate supplier capacity -supplier 
bankruptcy, financial incapacity, 
operational capacity

(a) due diligence evaluation of potential supplies

(Z>) prequalifying more suppliers
(c) spot purchasing
(d) drawing from strategic fuel reserves
(e) diversification of suppliers

Stock out at the port(ships failing to berth) (o) prequalifying more suppliers
(A) tightening contracts
(c) drawing from strategic fuel reserves
(d) bridging of volumes

Mechanical failure of equipment at the depot (a) Provisions for loading hospitality in supplier contracts 
(i>) prequalifying more suppliers
(c) drawing from strategic fuel reserves

Price shocks (a) prequalifying more suppliers
(b) tightening contracts
(c) drawing from strategic fuel reserves
(d) lock the premiums for contract period

Breach of contract (a) prequalifying more suppliers
(b) tightening contracts
(c) spot purchasing
(d) drawing from strategic fuel reserves

Quality of product (a) prequalifying more suppliers
(b) engaging reputable inspectors
(c) utilizing all approved routes and assuring adherence to agreed routes and 

destinations
(d) tightening contracts
(e) put in place product certification process

Failure of a major market participant 
(importer)
Late submission of nominations (a) spot purchases

(b) negotiations for contract extension
Late submission of releases (a) continuous engagement with suppliers

(b) loading plan
Importer capacity constraints-operational/ 
fmancial/human resource (a) provision for importation framework waivers

(b) proper planning for balance of supply and demand
(c) use of inland storage
(d) seamless coordination
(e) independent emergency importing taskforce
(/) spot purchases
(g) drawing from Strategic Fuel Reserves

Sabotage (a) provision for importation framework waivers
(b) independent emergency importing taskforce
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Risk/trigger Mitigating Actions
Loss of facilities
Fire Explosion (a) spot purchases

(£>) engaging other prequalified suppliers
(c) routine integrity inspection
(d) drawing from strategic fuel reserves
(e) observing the route mix

Threat of attack (а) spot purchases
(б) engaging other prequalified suppliers
(c) observing the route mix

industrial action (а) spot purchases
(б) engaging other prequalified suppliers
(c) observing the route mix

Earthquake (a) spot purchases
(/>) engaging other prequalified suppliers
(c) observing Lhe route mix

Large spills (a) spot purchases
(b) engaging other prequalified suppliers
(c) observing the route mix

Finance
Depreciation of Malawi Kwacha continued implementation of Automatic Pricing Mec tanism
Unavailability of Forex long term financial arrangements of allocation of Foi ex for fuel supply.

TRANSPORTATION
Critical transportation constraint

Disruptions of road and rail infrastructure 
e.g. due to severe weather disruptions, 
earthquake, volcanoes, etc.

(a) identify alternative routes
(b) identify temporary measures that could reduce risk t
(c) identify alternative mode of transport
(d) diversification of routes
(e) observing route mix

j an acceptable level

Failing to access routes due to civil strife (a) explore and validate alternative routes
(b) identify temporary measures that could reduce risk 1
(c) identify alternative mode of tiansport
(d) inter-government agreements
(e) identify alternative source point

3 an acceptable Level

Loss of people
Labour dispute (а) mediate any disputes

(б) dispute resolution mechanisms put in place
(c) identify alternative transporters
(d) identify a pool of trained drivers that can be engager
(e) review of condition of service

Health epidemic (t?) identify a pool of trained drivers that can be used
(b) identify instant medical measures
(c) alternative route
(d) routine medical check ups

>
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Risk/trigger Mitigating Actions
Other Risks

Delays in delivery of volumes (а) vehicle tracking system
(б) demurrage charges

Disagreements with transporters e.g. on 
rates (а) vehicle tracking system

(б) demurrage charges
(c) identify alternative transporters
(dj mediate disputes
(e) judicial intervention
if) review of freight rates
(g) agreed framework for remuneration review
(A) tightening contracts

Sovereignity
Disputes between governments

(а) alternative routes
(б) arbitration at international level
(c) bilateral and regional agreements

Uncompetitive practices e.g. monopoly (а) identify alternative service providers/product
(б) arbitration
(c) legal action
(dj reducing barriers to entry
(e) market monitoring
(/) competition and fair trade laws
(g) diversification of transporters

Storage depots
Fire Explosion (o) procure additional volumes,

(A) working relationship (MOU) with fire brigade
(c) identify idle space in the existing depots and make hospitality 

arrangements
Threat of attack (a) identity temporary measures that could reduce risk to an acceptable level

(A) stepping up security measures, e.g. campsite armed security personnel
Lack of Preventive Maintenance

(a) routine checks on the storage facilities
(A) installation of firefighting equipment
(c) routine fire drill

Industrial action
(a) mediate any disputes
(b) judicial intervention
(c) engage temporary workers from other sites
(c/) drawing from strategic fuel reserves

Earthquake (a) procure additional volumes
(A) identify idle space in the existing depots and make hospitality 

arrangements
(cj drawing from strategic fuel reserves

Large spills (a) procure additional volumes
(A) identify idle space in the existing depots and make hospitality 

arrangements
(c) drawing from strategic fuel reserves
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Risk/trigger Mitigating Actions
Other Risks
Tied volume due to product contamination (a) procure additional volumes

(Z>) identify idle space in the existing depots an 
arrangements

(c) drawing from strategic fuel reserves
(d) routine monitoring of seals
(e) testing the product before offloading

i make hospitality

Sabotage by OMCs not to offload
(а) regulatory intervention
(б) legal action
(c) routine inspections
(d) demurrage charges
(e) streamline delivery and receipt process for the prodi 
(/) provide storage incentives

Ct

Distribution
Potential or actual industrial relations 
emergencies (а) mediate any disputes

(б) judicial intervention
(c) engage temporary workers from other sites
(d) moral suasion

Willful misconduct by retailers e.g. 
hoarding of fuel (a) mediate disputes

(b) judicial intervention
(c) regulatory intervention

Upon declaration of the national liquid fuels and gas emergency, more measures will be imposed to 
Some of these measures include—

(1) Encouraging organisations to reduce fuel usage by maintaining only essential activities of the org

(2) Issuing more or suspending or revoking some licenses as the situation may arise.

(3) Rationing liquid fuels and gas sales at all or some points in the supply chain.

(4) Prioritising essential services.

6.0 PUBLIC INFORMATION

Communicating accurate and timely information to the media and public is essential to managin 
emergency. Effective communication helps minimize public confusion and anxiety, encourages p< 
to appeals for voluntary conservation efforts, and improves public understanding of possible m; 
dealing with the emergency.

MERA through the NLFGEMC will take a leading role in coordinating and monitoring 
information process to support activities related to actual and potential liquid fuels and gas supply

MERA in collaboration with the same committee will be responsible for coordinating briefir 
timely and accurate information to the general public and providing guidelines that encourage er 
reduction.

The public information process will involve a nationwide, interagency, multimedia approach that

Background Information

(1) The prevailing fuel situation.

(2) Societal impacts on health, environment, essential services etc.
(3) Cause of the emergency.

manage the situation.

mization.

1 liquid fuels and gas 
sitive public response 
indatory measures for

a nationwide public 
emergencies.

gs and disseminating 
lergency fuel demand

informs the public.
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(4) Actions already taken.

(5) Scale and anticipated duration.

(6) Expected time scale for restoration.

(7) Market issues i.e. price implications.

(8) Fuel supply and demand balance.

Measures being taken

(1) Actions to increase fuel supply.

(2) Actions to reduce fuel demand.

(3) Special conservation efforts.

(4) Security and safety issues.

6.1 Establish Joint Information Centre.

MERA in collaboration with the Ministry responsible for Energy will establish a Joint Information Centre (J1C) to provide a 
common location for all involved stakeholders to share and disseminate information to the media and the public during a fuel 
and gas emergency. The stakeholders could include but not limited to representatives of OMCs, importers, transporters 
representatives, media groups and the Ministry of Information. This will enhance the coordination, timelines, and accuracy of 
information released regarding the emergency situation.

6.2 Communication Channels

A number of communication channels shall be used to disseminate information to the general public during the emergency. 
Some of the communication channels include—

(1) Press release.

(2) Press briefing.

(3) Consultative meetings.

(4) TV and radio programs.

(5) Fliers and brochures.

(6) Social media.

All communications made to the general public will be prepared by MERA and issued after consulting with all involved 
stakeholders. All Government agencies will be encouraged to provide appropriate information about services or assistance for 
the public for inclusion in the releases.

In order to obtain adequate information from all stakeholders, MERA may contact individual heads of OMCs to request their 
assistance and ask the heads to provide names of contact persons from their institutions.

Materials provided during the- information release could include list of mandatory or voluntary conservation measures, 
telephone numbers, and contact people for special assistance and advice on dealing with potential or actual fuel emergencies. 
MERA would provide individual OMCs with camera-ready materials to be printed and distributed through retail outlets.

7.0 RECOVERY PHASE

The Recovery Phase shall begin when the emergency situation has been brought under control, the initiation of response 
activities has ended, and the relaxation of protective response actions taken is being considered. During this recovery phase 
of an emergency, MERA in collaboration with the NLFGEMC will—

(1) Review recovery actions and develop strategies for meeting ongoing national liquid fuels and gas needs.

(2) Continue to monitor the situation.

(3) Compile a post emergency assessment report detailing lessons learnt and recommendations for improvement.

(4) Keep accurate records of emergency responses.

(5) Assess any environmental impacts from emergency response efforts and develop remedial strategies for restoring 
resources to the pre-emergency condition.
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APPENDIX A

Situation Normal (15 days and above) 
(WHITE)

Situation is normal: The period is used for testing, audit 
NLFGEP and for maintaining contacts between the Gove 
and Industry

ng and reviewing the 
-nment, the Regulator

Early Warning (10-15 days) 
(BLACK)

Where there is concrete, serious and reliable information 
occur which is likely to result in significant deterioration 
and is likely to lead to an alert for emergency level being

iat an event may 
if the supply situation 
xiggered

Alert (5-10 days) 
(AMBER)

When a supply disruption or exceptionally high liquid fue 
occurs, which result in significant deterioration of the sup 
market is still able to manage that disruption or demand w 
resort to non-market measures

s and gas demand 
jly situation, but the 
ithout the need to

Emergency (Below 5 days) 
(RED)

In the event of exceptionally high demand, significant sup 
when all relevant market measures have been implemente 
insufficient to meet the remaining demand. Immediate act 
emergency response and consequent management across ii 
Government should be undertaken. Non-market measures 
maintain safety of the network and safeguard supplies to c 
implemented.

jly disruption and 
I but the supply is 
on to coordinate 
idustry and 
in particular, to 
istomers shall be

Made this 1st day of September, 2018.

Rev. Dr.
Board Chaiper 

(FILE NO. MERA/LA/1 /11) Regulatt

. P. Bvumbwe
on, Malawi Energy 

:>-y Authority

General Notice No. 80 (5) Jhn Mbetayasamba, formerly of Min

ADMINISTRATOR GENERAL ACT who died at N'Whisi District Hospital, on the 3

(Cap. 10:01 Laws of Malawi) (6) pLEX Chimwano, formerly of Minist

i itry of Natural Resources, 

I st day of January,2017.

r ( of Health, who died at

Notice

Under the provision of section 9 of the Administrator General Act, the 
Administrator General hereby gives notice of her intention to apply to the 
High Court of Malawi, for letters of administration in respect of the Estates 
of the Deceased persons whose particulars are given hereunder. All persons 
who are indebted to the below mentioned deceased persons or those who 
have anything in their possession which forms part of the said deceased 
persons estates, should submit the particulars thereof in writing to the 
Administrator General, Private Bag 218, Lilongwe, within fourteen (14) 
days of the date of this notice after which date the deceased estates will be 
distributed by the Administrator General having regard only to those 
claims of which she shall have received written particulars.

Peter Chisama 
for Administrator General

(1) Ezekiel Kwatwa.ni, formerly of Chigwasa Village, T.A. Kalolo, 
Lilongwe, who died at The Clinic Hospital on the 12th day of October, 
2015.

(2) Loyce Chilembwe Kuyewawa, formerly of Champiti Village, 
T.A. Champiti, Ntcheu, who died at Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital on 
the 8th day of July, 2016.

(3) Lotani Chilozi, formerly of Kabudula Village , T.A. Kabudula 

.Lilongwe who died at Katnuzu Central Hospital on the27th day of 
February,2017.

(4) Robins Noproblem Mkonda, formerly of Chembe Village , T.A. 
Nankumba, Mangochi, who died at Monkey Bay Community I lospital, on 
the 15th day of September, 2016.

Nkhoma Mission Hospital on the 24th day of D :i

(7) Masauko Pnnti, formerly of Ministry >f Education, who died at 
Sinoya Village on the 14th day of October, 201.

(8) Frank F. Kalonde, formerly of Minis: ry of Health, who died at 
Kamuzu Central Hospital on the 14th day of Jul /,2017.

(9) Ignatius Chikaonda, formerly of Miristry of Agriculture, who 

died at Ntcheu District Hospital on the 06th day of October,2017.

(10) Chrispin K. Mbuna, formerly of Mi ilstry of The Accountant 
General, who died at Kamuzu Central Hospital 

2017.
on the 20th day of June,

gust, 2017.
(11) Rodrick Zawanda, formery of Ministi y of Education, who died 

at Ntcheu District Hospital on the 27th day of Ai |

(12) Vanvwick Ofeni Chapendeka. ftrmerly of Ministry of 
Agriculture, who died at Mitundu Community He spital on the 2nd January, 
2018.

qf October, 2017.

Ministry of Accountant

of Accountant General, 
day of November, 2017. 

of Accountant General, 
of December 2017.

(13) Slvio Kudzfngo, formerly of Ministry of Accountant General, 
who died at Matapa, Lilongwe, on the 17th day

(14) Leston MgawaNyumba, formerly of

General, who died at Queen Elizabeth Hospi iital on the 9th day of 
September, 2017.

(15) Victon Sakala, formerly of Ministry

who died at Mchinji District Hospital on the 10th <

(16) Sydney Haliasi, formerly of Ministry
who died at Chakhumbira Village on the 30th da)

(17) Joe Changwa, formerly of Ministry of l ccountant General, who 

died at Ntcheu District Hospital on the 26th day < f January, 2017.
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(18) Judith Sambuceni, formerly Ministry of Education, who died at 

Nkhamenya Community Hospital on the 22nd day of October,2017.

(19) Lymort Seven, formerly of Accountant General, who died at 

Likuni Mission Hospital on the 04th day of January, 2018.

(20) Ernest E.F Ntingwi, formerly of Accountant General, who died 

at Dowa District on the 3rd day of March, 2017.

(21) Divala Chimangeni, formerly of Accountant General, who died 

atT.A. Nthondo Village, Ntchisi, on the 6th day of September, 2017.

(22) Hace SaUKa, formerly of Accountant General, who died al 
Chiwambo Village, Lilongwe, on the 26th day of November, 2017

(23) Geld Genoa, formely of Accountant General, who died at 

Kapesi Village, Dedza, on the 9th day of February, 2018.

(24) John Chimalika formerly of Ministry of Health who died at 

Dedza Distrrict Hospital, on 7th day of January,20l7.

(25) George Izidoli formerly of Ministry of Agriculture who died at 
Mwindi Village, Lilongwe on 18th day of December,20l 7.

(26) Dzautsi James Banda, formerly of Accountant General, who 

died at Ntcheu District Hospital on the J 1th day of December. 2017.

(27) Faliot Chimbalame, formerly of Accountant General, who died 

at Kamuzu Centra! Hospital on the 20th day of December, 2017.

(28) Raphael Chaguzika, formerly of Accountant General, who died 

at Ntchisi Distric Hospital on the 17th day of November, 2017.

(29) Edward Kazombo, formerly of Ministry of Education, who died 
at Kasungu Distric Hospital on the 17th day of November, 2017.

(30) Bonnex Chaomba, formerly of Ministry of Water, who died al 

Queen Elizabeth Hospital on the 3rd day of July, 2017.

(31) YembekezaNI Chidzania, formerly of Ministry of Information, 

who died at Deyang Luke Hospital on the 3rd day of May, 2017.

(32) Hyson H. K. Chidzenje, formerly of Accountant 
General, who died at Ntchisi District on the 15th day of November. 2017.

(33) Axon B. Kachale, formerly of Mwandama Village, T.A. 

Chtkulamayembe, Rumphi, who died at Kamuzu Central Hospital on the 
29th day of September, 2016.

(34) Esther Kaunda, formerly of Accountant General, who died at 
Partners In Hope Clinic on the 17th day of March, 2016.

(35) Chrjssie Najira , formerly of Kayonanga Village, T.A. Mtwalo 
Mzimba, who died at Blantyre Adventist Hospital on the 13th day of 
November, 2016.

(36) Collings Mwase, formerly of Ministry of Internal Affairs, who 

died at Kamuzu Central Hospital on the 31st day of January, 2018.

(37) Suzgika Gondwe, formerly of Ministry of Education, who died 

at Nkhota-Kota District Hospital on the 8th day of May, 2014.

General Notice No. 81

CHANGE OF NAME RESTRICTION ACT

Change of Name Restriction Regulation 
Notice of approval to change Name

Notice is hereby given that approval has been granted by 
His Excellency the President Prof. Arthur Peter Miitharika to the 
underlisted persons to change names as stated below—

Charity Mungoni to Charity Stephens

Austin Kaunda to Austin Kaunda Manyungwa

All persons are authorized and required at all times to designate, 
describe and address such persons by the said new names only.

Dated this 29th day of August, 2018.
K. Beni

(ref. no. 11/06/04/xxiv) for Chief Secretary to the Government

General Notice No. 82

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

(Cap. 30:12)

Notice of appointment

Notice Is Hereby Given to the general public that pursuant to 
section 4 (4) of the National Council for Higher Education Act (Cap. 
30:12) the following individuals have been appointed as members of the 
National Council for Higher Education—

1. Dr. Bruce Munthali: Chairperson

2. Dalton Mphepo Member

3. Dr. Clemence Kadzera Member

4. Rev. John Gondwe Member

5. Mr. Albert Jeremiah Member

6. Mrs. Temwa Simwaka Member

7. The Secretary for Education or his/her designated 
representative ex-official

8. The Secretary to the Treasury or his/her designated r 
epresen tad ve ex-official

9. The Comptroller of Statutory Corporation or his/her 
degsinated representative ex-official

10. The Secretary for Human Resource Managment and 
Development or his/her degsinated representative ex-official

11. Vice Chancellor of University of Malawi representing 
public universities ex-official

12. Vice Chancellor of Malawi University of Science
and Technology representing public universities ex-official

13. Vice Chancellor of Malawi Adventist University 
representing public universities ex-official

The appointments are with effect from 26th July 2018

Dated this 7th day of September, 2018.1

Bright Msaka SC

Minister of education, Science and 

(file no. edu/hg/18/145) Technology

General Notice No. 83

TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS ACT

(No. 3 of 2015)
Designation of Enforcement Officers

It is hereby published for general information that in exercise of the 
powers conferred by section 26 of the Trafficking in Persons Act, I, 
Cecilia Chazama, Minister of Home Affairs and Internal Security, has 
designated the following persons as enforcement officers for the purposes 
of the Act—

(a) Police officers;

(/>) Immigration officers; and

(c) Labour officers.

Dated thisl 4th day of September, 2018.

Cecilia Chazama

Minister for Home Affairs 
(file no. ha/2/1) and Internal Security
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THE OFFICIAL JOURNALS OF PATENTS, TRADE MARKS

AND DESIGNS

Tor

MALAWI

CLOSING HOUR FOR ACCEPTANCE OF COPY

Advertisers should note that the closing day for the acceptance of ‘copy’ is the last Wednesday ol each
month.

Any copy received after this day will be held over for the following month. 

ADVERTISEMENT RATES

With effect from 1st January, 2018, rates for advertising are as follows—.

Full column K48,600

Three-quarters column K40,500

Half column K27.000

One-third column K.20,250

Quarter column or less K.12,150

No Patent or Trade Mark advertisment will be accepted for publication in the Journals unless i 

the approved form and accompanied by proof of the authority of the Registrar of Patents or of Trade Marks, as the c: se may 

be, for publication.

is in

No responsibility can be accepted for losses arising from omissions or typographical errors.

Manuscript of Advertisements should be written on one side of the paper only and not as a part 

covering letter. All proper names must be plainly incribed; in the event of any name being inc irrectly 

printed as a result of indistinct writing, the advertisement can be republished only on payment of the cost of 
insertion.

of the

another

All cheques, bank drafts, postal orders or money orders must be crossed and made payable 
Government Printer, P.O. Box 37, Zomba.

to the

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

The subscription rates for the combined Journals are as follows—

K 100,000 within Malawi for 12 months.

US$1,900 outside Malawi for 12 months.

The subscription year starts on 1 January and ends on 31 December each year.

Price per single copy K3.500.

Subscriptions are payable in advance through the Government Printer, P.O. Box 37, Zomba, Malawi.

Address correspondence to—

(1) Either the Registrar of Patents or the Registrar of Trade Marks (as the case may be), P.O. E ox 100, 

Blantyre, Malawi, in connexion with all matters pertaining to Patents and Trade Marks.

(2) The Government Printer, P.O Box 37, Zomba, Malawi, in connexion with subscriptions and 
publication of Patents and Trade Marks advertisements.
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Wednesday of the month
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The Government Printer
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